
; This file is supplemental to ScriptAbility_Installation_Setup_9.1.0+.exe and up. 
 
[Install/Uninstall] 
; SILENT_MODE 
; Allows for a silent installation of the ScriptAbility application. 
; This will require separate installations of the USB driver packages. 
; "1" = Installs silently 
; "0" or blank (default) = Normal installation with options and progress windows. 
SILENT_MODE=1 
 
; SILENT_UNINSTALL 
; Uninstallation Mode 
; "0" or blank (default) = the normal uninstallation window(s) will appear 
; "1" = No uninstallation window(s) will appear 
SILENT_UNINSTALL=1 
 
[Prescriptions to Program] 
; LABELS_PATH 
; To define a Labels folder other than the default. 
; Leave blank for default folder: C:\Users\Public\Programs\ScriptAbility\Labels\ 
; Example: C:\ScriptAbility Labels\ 
LABELS_PATH= If you would like to define a path other than default please let me know they path 
 
[Settings] 
; CHECK_FOR_UPDATES_APP 
; This allows installation with online updates disabled for the ScriptAbility application itself. 
; Relates to Settings > Updates > Allow online updates for software (admin only) 
; "0" = disabled 
; "1" or blank (default) = enabled 
CHECK_FOR_UPDATES_APP=0 
 
; CHECK_FOR_UPDATES_NDC 
; This allows installation with online updates disabled for the NDC warnings database. 
; Relates to Settings > Updates > Allow online updates for NDC warnings 
; "0" = disabled 
; "1" or blank (default) = enabled 
CHECK_FOR_UPDATES_NDC=1 
 
; COPY_RESTRICTION 
; Enables/disables the ability to copy from the Create Label tab's prescription fields to the Windows 
clipboard. 
; "0" or blank (default) = copy enabled 
; "1" = copy disabled 
COPY_RESTRICTION=0 
 



; HISTORY_LOGGING 
; Enables/disables the history logging functionality. 
; "0" = disabled 
; "1" or blank (default) = enabled 
HISTORY_LOGGING=1 
 
; HISTORY_LOGGING_KEEP_MONTHS 
; If HISTORY_LOGGING is enabled, this sets the number of whole calendar months each record will be 
kept for. 
; Range is 1-60, no fractions. 
; Leave blank for default: 12 
HISTORY_LOGGING_KEEP_MONTHS= How many months would you like to keep logs? 
 
; HOTLINE_NO_SELECTED 
; Enables/disables whether the Patient Education Hotline Number and monograph code for each 
medication will be included. 
; "0" = not included 
; "1" or blank (default) = included 
HOTLINE_NO_SELECTED=1 
 
; HOTLINE_NUMBER 
; If HOTLINE_NO_SELECTED is enabled ("1") and the pharmacy would like to provide their own 
Patient Education Hotline IVR phone number, they may do so here. 
; Leave blank for default En-Vision America hotline IVR: (309)585-1563 
; Format: (###)###-#### 
HOTLINE_NUMBER= 
 
; LABEL_PATH_NONADMIN 
; Controls who (Windows admins vs. non-admins) may change the path to the Labels folder after 
installation on the Create Label tab of the application. 
; Relates to Settings > General > Labels Folder Path. 
; "0" or blank (default) = Admin defines for all users 
; "1" = Users define their own 
LABEL_PATH_NONADMIN=0 
 
; SAVE_FILE_OPTION 
; This option prevents the ability to save label files. 
; Relates to Settings > General > Allow label files to be saved 
; "0" = disabled 
; "1" or blank (default) = enabled 
SAVE_FILE_OPTION=1 I recommend allowing saved files until an integration becomes available. This 
is saved to the path you define, and it encrypted.  
 
; TRANSLATION_API_ENABLE 
; This option sets the state of the checkbox that enables translation. 
; Relates to Settings > Translation > Enable translations (admin only). 



; "0" or blank (default) = unchecked 
; "1" = checked 
TRANSLATION_API_ENABLE=1 
 
; TRANSLATION_API_USERNAME 
; This is the translation API username. 
; Relates to Settings > Translation > API username. 
TRANSLATION_API_USERNAME= EVA will Provide  
 
; TRANSLATION_API_KEY 
; This is the translation API key. 
; Relates to Settings > Translation > API Key. 
TRANSLATION_API_KEY= EVA will Provide 
 


